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35

then seek  �(�)��	-����%  

13  

a wall, barrier  !�(�)�Q  

13  

Is it not high time that 
...?  �&��	� W����  

16  

and boasting  a��B��7	
	�  

20  

and rivalry  a�/���G	
	�  

20  

that we bring it into 
existence  ����	���	��3�   

22  

and monasticism, 
monkery  9"3:���	��	�	�  

27  

which they invented 
for themselves  �	�(��	4	-Q�  

27  

they did observe it  �	�(	�	�  

27  

with the right of its 
observance   �	*�-	��	��� 3t	X27  

���-58 ������ ��� 5��#C��������  

and she complains  $�G	-,	
	�  

1  

conversation 
between you both  �	�/M	����	'	
 

1  

To say to one’s wife, “You 
are to me as the back of 
my mother.”   

 �&�������+��2  

we gave them birth  W�*	�4��	�  

2  

and a life  ��̂��J	�  

2  

wish to go back  �&���(�@	�  

3  

dl. two months  �O�	�*	;  

4  

dl. they touch each 
other �3I�	�	-	�  

4 

sixty ?�-�I 	V  

4  

they oppose / 
contend  �&��̀�	'��  

5  

pv. be humbled to 
dust / abased  �(�-��/M  

5  

recorded it, kept 
account of it  �j�	5X��  

6  

and disobedience  �R	:�5@	8	�  

8  

they greete you  	A(3:	X  

8  

im. you make room,  
sit comfortably  �(�'3)�7	
  

11  

im. pl. rise up  ���Y�,��  

11  

cover, shield  9"3.�K  

16  

gained mastery, 
engrossed  �y	('	-I�  

19  

pl. most abased, 
lowest ?���yg�� 	V  

20  

they make friend  �&��̀�	(��  

22  

(((((((Juz – 28 ))))))) 
���-59 ������ ��� 
2�8���  

at the first gathering  ��,	'��� �{3����� 

2  

would defend them  W�*�-	@���38  

2  

their fortresses, 
strongholds  
(sr.:      �ٌ�ْ�ِ) 

 W�*��(�5�X  

2  

they ruin / demolish  �&(�Q�����  

2  

im. pl. learn a lesson  ������	-���%  

2  

exile, migration  h���	N���  

3  

palm-tree ?�� !"	.:  

5  

you made expedition  W�-�7	K���  

6  

a circuit  9"�����  

7  

malice, spite, need  9"	K�	X  

9  

poverty  U"	Z�	5	B  

9  

give them preference  �&�����]��  

9  

pv. is saved  	P(��  

9  

== 1/4 === QUARTER JUZ  1/4 === ر�� == 

fortified  !"	.35	'8̀  

14  

falling down, that 
which is humble  �@̂�;�	B  

21  

splitting, bursting ?�4	5	-8̀ ��̂  

21  

guardian  �O��:	*�����  

23  

superb, possessing 
every greatness ?���G	-����� ��  

23  

���-60 ������ ��� 5�@#8�:
������  

showing �&(/>���
   

1  

free  h�	��Q  

4  

you are at enmity  W�-�	��	�  

7  

they backed up / 
helped  ����	���2  

9  

examine them (�.�'	-8��% 3O�� 

10  

ni. pl. hold not  �(/G�)��
 ���	� 

10  

ties (of marriage) 
with disbelieving 
women 

 ���%�	(�G��� �W	5��10  

=== 1/2 === HALF JUZ  ��� === 1/2 === 

���-61 ������ ��� DE�+��  

building, structure  U&�	:.�Q  

4  

pp. compact, solid  a~(�Z�38  

6  

Prophet 
Muhammed's name  �4	�X��  

6 

���-62 ������ ��� 5�A�������  

books  (sr.:        �ٌ�ْ�ِ )  ��̂��7I��  

5  

they dispersed  �(È�7��  

11  

���-63 ������ ��� ��
���#%��@�����  

their bodies  
(sr.:       	ٌ
ْ�ِ)  W�*�8�	)K��  

4  

timber, wood  an�,�B  

4  

fg. pp. propped up  U1	43.	)8̀  

4  

cry  !"	':	Z  

4  

they turn  ��3(��  

5  

they breakup / 
disperse  �(È�7.	�  

7  

let not distract you  W/G�*���
 ���  

9  

���-64 ������ ��� .�F��G�:��  

day of loss and gain  �������O�Q�	L3-��   

9  

3/4 -THREE QUARTERS OF JUZ ���� - 3/4 

���-65 ������ ��� <��H)?��  

 separate (them)   3O��(/C����%  

2  

two honest men  !{4	� i	��y 

2  

ap. one who attains / 
reaches  /H���	Q  

3  

fg. those having  
pregnancy 

 �d����/�
 �{�	�X�����  

4  

fg. they deliver (the 
child)  	O@	E	�  

4  

according to you 
means ?�8 W/M�4K�� O 

6  

and let each of you 
accept the advice of 
the other' 

 ������	
��	�  

6  

pl. you disagree 
among one another  W�
�	I�	@	
  

6  

one who has 
capacity  !"	@	I �/y  

7  

fg. rebelled, revolted  R	-	�  

8  

���-66 ������ ��� 0
'#
8�:��  

you seek  $�L	-�	
  

1  

absolution (from 
oath), expiation  �"0��'	
  

2  

secretly told or 
communicated  3�	I��  

3  

fg. inclined  R	L	Z  

4  


